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Abstract—Cloud computing and, more particularly, cloud
databases, is a great technology for remote centralized data
managing. However, there are some drawbacks including
privacy issues, insider threats and potential database thefts.
Full encryption of remote database does solve the problem, but
disables many operations that can be held on DBMS side;
therefore problem requires much more complex solution and
specific encryptions. In this paper, we propose a solution for
secure private data storage that protects confidentiality of
user’s data, stored in cloud. Solution uses order preserving and
homomorphic proprietary developed encryptions. Proposed
approach includes analysis of user’s SQL queries, encryption of
vulnerable data and decryption of data selection, returned from
DBMS. We have validated our approach through the
implementation of SQL queries and DBMS replies processor,
which will be discussed in this paper. Secure cloud database
architecture and used encryptions also will be covered.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

APID growth and development of cloud technologies
has leaded them to popularity and widespread usage.
Although customers are excited by cloud features and
benefits, they are very concerned about confidentiality of
data stored and processed in a cloud. Insider threats
combined with a general lack of transparency into provider
process and procedure has dropped confidence in security of
cloud data storage [1].
Data confidentiality is highly important for Cloud Databases (Database as a Service, DbaaS), and there are threats
of disclosure of vulnerable user’s data to unauthorized parties. First of all, curious and malicious database administrators may capture or leak data [3]. Also a theft of database
may possibly occur, leaving data in hands of malefactor [4].
Listed problems are still actual [2], and as a result multiple solutions to problem of trusting clouds have been developed. Encryption of all data in remote database was offered
as a method of providing provable confidentiality [5, 6]. But
such an approach demands all operations will be held on a
client side after decryption of database content. Other solutions, such as MIT CryptDB [7], lack fully homomorphic
encryptions and use third-party encryptions with relatively
low cryptostrength and known vulnerabilities [8].
To address listed cloud security issues we designed secure
cloud database architecture, several encryption algorithms
and a SQL data encoding component. Proposed solution addresses mentioned challenges using following key ideas:
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The first is to parse SQL queries and encrypt selected user data on client side. None of encryption
keys are passed to server or to any proxy; all confidential data passed to DBMS are secure.
•
The second idea is usage of wide variety of order
preserving and fully homomorphic encryptions. All
encryptions that are used in proposed solution are
proprietary developed encryptions with relatively
high speed and provable cryptostrength.
•
The third technique is a combination of various encryptions in single table. Encrypting different columns with different encryptions within one table
greatly reduce chances of successful cryptanalysis.
In this paper we present designed architecture, description
of main components and overview of used encryptions.
The next section of paper features a brief explanation of
basic principles giving the main idea of a handling of SQL
queries used in proposed solution. After it, in Section 3, we
describe the general architecture of proposed secure cloud
database and client's component. Section 4 gives some insight into encryptions, which are used in secure SQL queries
processing. Finally, the last section of this paper summarizes
our achievements, also exposing some possible future development and additional security features improving protection of cloud database.
•

II. BASIC PRINCIPLES
In this Section basic principles are discussed illustrating
main idea of secure cloud database. Core component of proposed secure cloud database is SQL queries processor. All
user’s SQL queries are analyzed and transformed by program components on client’s side before sending to DBMS
(see Fig. 1). Similarly, all replies from database are processed.

Fig. 1 Overview
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Also, encryption of data, extracted from user’s queries, is
a responsibility of SQL query processing component. Proposed solution doesn’t require any modifications on DBMS
side.
User’s SQL query handling is shown on Fig. 2. Information about encrypted columns such as encryption keys and
encrypted column name(s) is needed in order to parse, decrypt and reconstruct user queries.

Fig. 2 Query processing

When user retrieves data from cloud database, selection
of column comes as a reply from DBMS. Information about
encrypted columns is needed to decrypt and present selected
data to user in suitable form (see Fig. 3)

their anonymized names. In some cases (for example, homomorphic encryption) changes in mathematical operation can
be made. Responses for “SELECT” queries from database
are decrypted if needed.
Correctness of performing “JOIN” operation inside
DBMS depends on encryption properties. If encryption is
deterministic, output column is single and both columns
from each joining tables, have same key, no additional
mechanisms are needed to perform “JOIN” operation.
It is very important to understand that some restrictions
may apply to using full functionality of SQL language and
different DBMS specific structures due to fact that proposed
solution targets multi DBMS support, also various constraints can be caused by using order preserving or fully homomorphic encryption.
One of the restrictions is limited usage of “ALTER TABLE” construction is. As long as table altering doesn’t affect
encrypted columns, it can be performed, but adding or removing encryption from already existing table is unsupported. Another restriction is incompatibility of encryptions
with several column constraints (e.g. “FOREIGN KEY”).
This concludes basics principles and mechanisms of SQL
queries processing in discussed approach. Main idea is to
perform query analysis and modification, which include encryption of vulnerable user’s data on client side, without affecting DBMS or adding any intermediate components.
III. ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 3 Data selection processing

Basic idea of SQL queries processing is explained on different types of SQL expressions below.
“CREATE” statement is the only statement in terms of
proposed secure cloud database, which may contain additional keywords, which are not included in SQL language.
These keywords are markers of different encryptions applied
to table columns. To indicate that column in currently created table should be encrypted, user should add a constraint
corresponding to encryption’s marker (identification string).
If SQL queries processing component encounters encryption marker, following steps will be performed. First, there
encryption’s keys are generated or chosen. Next, based on
encryption information, number (can be more than one, in
case when the result of encryption is a vector of multiple
values), names, types and constraints of output columns are
determined. Correct SQL string is created according to determined information.
After that modified statement is sent to DBMS. Output
names of encrypted columns are anonymized, while
anonymization of table name is optional (anonymization
means changing real names of column to generated ones).
Processing of SQL statements such as “INSERT”, “SELECT”, “DELETE” uses common principles. All data from
query are extracted and data from encrypted columns are encrypted. Also names of columns, which values are encrypted
and used in processed statement, are modified according to

Section 3 gives insight into secure cloud database architecture. As it was declared in previous sections, proposed solution does not use any DBMS components or any proxies in
process of processing user’s SQL queries and encrypting or
decrypting data. All description of architecture applies to
client’s program module.
Client’s program module consists of 4 basic components:
• Encryptions interfaces and encryption modules.
• Cryptographic metadata storage
• SQL queries processing component
• Database response’s processor
Encryptions interfaces module provides two interfaces –
“Key” and “Encoder”. These interfaces define set of properties required for encryptions’ correct work and interaction
with other components. Due to “Encoder” and “Key” interfaces architecture and realization of entire solution does not
depends on specific encryptions and is open to integration
with other crypto algorithms.
Cryptographic metadata storage is responsible for storing
information supporting SQL queries and DBMS replies processors. Among service information, the following values
are kept in this storage:
•
crypto keys for encryption of data in column
•
map of real name of the column to anonymized
names
•
types of encryption used for column
•
names of tables, where encrypted columns are located
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Cryptographic metadata storage is an interface for retrieving and adding information about encrypted columns. Current realization means that all data are stored in file. File
handling is a subject of future development. Expected solution is to store file encrypted on user’s removable drives.
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Order Preserving. Order preserving (OP) encryption allows order relations between encrypted data items to be established, without revealing data itself. Such encryption can
be used to protect salaries or other economical information
inside secure database with possibility of performing order
operations.
There are various OP encryptions, used in solution. For
different types of data we can use different OP encryptions
in single table; this provides extra resistance to crypto attacks. Only two encryption schemes will be discussed in this
paper.
A. Arithmetic coding encryption
The first scheme, based on arithmetic coding, builds a
representation of integer in an appropriate form. Assuming
that integers are non-negative and do not require more than
n bits, Then each number c is mapped to bit string
with first most significant bit. Let us
define f as order-preserving mapping which maps string to

[ )

some real number from interval 0,1 .
The simplest way to represent number s:
Fig. 4 Architectural overview

Core component of proposed solution is SQL queries processor; other components one way or another support its
main function – analyze SQL queries and encrypt/decrypt
data. SQL queries processing module consists of sub modules, each responsible for parsing exact SQL statement:
“CREATE”, “SELECT”, “INSERT” and so on. These sub
modules follow statements grammar to extract data, intended
to be encrypted by user.
Last observed basic component is Database response’s
processor. Its main purpose is to detect encrypted columns in
response, combine them (when multiple output columns correspond to single initial column), and to decrypt data to display them in suitable form to user. This module actively interacts with Cryptographic metadata storage, in order to correctly decrypt and modify response.
Architectural overview is summarized in Fig. 4. Two service components, Encryption and Crypto Storage modules,
support SQL queries and database response processors in
their main purpose – to manage all encryption and arithmetical transformations, while leaving secure cloud database’s
user with illusion of work with ordinary database.
IV. ENCRYPTIONS
This section features description of encryptions that secure cloud database uses. We use three types of encryption:
deterministic, order preserving and homomorphic encryptions.
Deterministic. Deterministic encryption provides strong
security, it leaks only which encrypted values correspond to
the same data value. In secure cloud database it can be used
for storing password hashes, when no operations are conduct over data, but confidentiality is very important.
In proposed solution, we use proprietary developed deterministic block encryption [10].

One more way of representation:
We will seek for another representation for the number s.
We will use the arithmetic coding for representation f.
Note, that s satisfies the equation:

2n s=c
We will solve equation:
(1)

[ 0,1)

.
Equation (1) has only one solution on the interval
In case of bisection method for seeking solution, the source
number s will be found in n steps. The main idea of arithmetic coding is that intervals can be split at random. In this
case, the approximate solution of (1) can be found in fewer
steps which allow arithmetic coding to compress data.
Let us describe splitting process. Let define
,
where p and q are random natural numbers. Next, let us split
interval ( 0,1 ) , in two pieces:

,
and calculate G
terval

[

0,

( p+qp)

]

. If G

( p+qp )> 0
p
G(
<0
p+q )

p
and return 0. Else if
p+q

, we choose inthen
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[

]

p
,1 is chosen and l is returned. Chosen inp+q
terval will be marked with [ a1 ,b1 ] .
k
. After
New interval is split into two pieces at ratio
l

interval

that following steps are performed: calculating value of
G(x) in new point and choosing one of new intervals according to sign of G(x); marking new interval with a2 ,b12 .

[

Proceeding by induction, we compute the interval

]
[ an ,bn ] .

Its length is k r l n−r , where r is the number of zeros in b.
bn is rational, so it can be expanded in powers of up to m
degree, where m is the smallest number satisfying the equation:

decimal conversion. The secret key is consist of first, second
radixes and subsidiary vector of nonnegative numbers.
To illustrate this idea, let us consider one iteration of encryption. There can be made several iterations.
Original number is s ∈N .
p,q∈N ,
⟨b0, b1, .. . bn−1 ⟩ ,
Secret
key
is

bi <q,bi ∈N .
Steps of encryption:
1. Obtaining S’s p-radix representation:

s=α 0 +α 1∗p+α 2∗p2 +…+α n−1∗p n−1
2.

Replacing p-radix with q-radix:

s ' =α 0 +α 1∗q+α 2∗q2 +…+α n−1∗q n−1
3.

Adding subsidiary vector ⟨b0, b1, .. . bn−1 ⟩ to the
vector of coefficients

⟨ α 0 ,α 1 ,α 2 ,…,α n−1 ⟩ .
s '' =( α 0 +b0 ) + ( α 1 +b1 )∗q+ ( α 2 +b 2 )∗q 2 +…

This equation can be rewritten in

+ ( α n−1 +b n−1 )∗q n−1
where ∀ i: α i +bi <q .

form, or

''

The result of encryption is w=s .
Process of decryption consists of following steps:
1. Obtaining w ’s p-radix representation:
Therefore m can be calculated if b, k and l are known. Estimation of m does not have depended on r for the general
case. There is very rough approximation:
If for bn there is an appropriate estimate which takes m
bits, then bit string f ( b )=( b 1 ,b 2 ,…,b m ) . Designed mapping preserves the order by construction.
So, f ( b ) is a value, that is sent to DBMS, the key is set
of intervals

( pi ,q i )

where value i is in interval

[ 1;n ]

.

Value n depends on size of input data.
B. Radix encryption
The second scheme’s, based on different number systems,
basic idea is conversion of numbers from notation with one
radix to another.
For the first step is necessary to obtain the vector of coefficients from number in first-radix representation. Next step
is replacing in the current representation first radix with second chosen radix. At the last step performed when a subsidiary vector of nonnegative numbers is added to the vector
of coefficients from the current number representation. Note
that values of the sum of these vectors must be less than second radix and second radix is greater than first.
Having final representation with new radix and modified
coefficients the result can be calculated as second-radix –

w=y 0 +y 1∗q+y 2∗q 2 +…+y n−1∗q n−1
2.

Replacing q-radix with p-radix:

w ' =y 0 +y 1∗p+y 2∗p2 +…+y n−1∗pn−1
⟨ b0, b1, .. . bn−1 ⟩ from the
3. Subtracting vector
⟨ y 0, y 1, .. . y n−1 ⟩ :
vector of coefficients
w'' =( y 0 −b 0 ) + ( y 1 −b1 )∗q+
+ ( y 2 −b 2 )∗q2 +…+ ( y n−1−b n−1 )∗qn−1
The result of decryption is w '' , which is equal to s
The algorithm of encryption is correct and order preserving.
Modification of the considered scheme was used in the
implementation. There are several iterations; also number of
bits for values in the key can be specified in encryption
module configuration.
This encryption has passed multiple tests and following
results were measured:
Speed of encryption 125 Mbit / s
Speed of decryption 111 Mbit / s
(PC’s configuration: Mobile Dual Core Intel Atom N570,
1666 MHz, 4 GB RAM, OS Windows 7).
Homomorphic. An encryption scheme is called fully homomorphic if it’s able to evaluate an arbitrary function over
ciphertexts. In this case decrypted value must match to a calculation result of the same function over plaintexts. The
main feature of scheme [11] that is used in proposed secure
cloud database is ability to deﬁne a strict upper bound of ci-
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phertext size when performing calculations on it for both addition and multiplication.

sive inside DBMS, and as a result can make more difficult
crypto attack on OP encrypted columns.

V.ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE WORK
Proposed solution is not theoretical work only. We have
implemented described crypto algorithms, measured encryption and decryption speed, optimized realization. Furthermore, prototype of client’s program module has been successfully coded and tested. We used C++ and Boost’s regular expressions to perform all described operations on SQL
strings and databases’ data selection. During tests on simple
data scheme, with different “SELECT”, “UPDATE”,
“DELETE” queries, slight (around 10-15%) overhead was
detected, because of time elapsed for encryption/decryption.
Future development of proposed solution aims three main
targets. First, is to develop and improve existing encryptions. Speed optimization is one of the most significant
goals. Second target is to further develop of client’s program
module. This target includes functionality expansion, support of different DBMS, development of supporting modules
(metafile encryption, authorization module).
The third aim is security improvement. Interest in analysis
of encryption weaknesses and vulnerabilities [8, 9] is escalating, thus several measures can be taken to minimize risk
of successful security breach. For example, to complicate
frequency analysis, subsystem of phantom “SELECT”
queries can be made in order to average number of queries
to each column. Another idea for improving system’s resistance to attacks is to add to columns garbage data that will
be detected and ignored during decryption on client side.
This method can change distribution of encrypted data mas-
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